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EV Visions
…as seen by a policy wonk, regulator, and academic
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Good news and bad news

Soaring Global Demand for Vehicles (and Oil)



The Problem!



Car Exodus?



No consensus on solutions because of disagreements over…

Facts, Values, and Beliefs

• How fast will technology progress (batteries, fuel cells, 
small scale solar)?

• Will industry treat advanced technologies as disruptive 
versus “halos”? 

• How important are oil security and climate change?

• Should government intervene, and if so how?

• Is more local control of energy supply desirable?

• Do cars destroy communities?  



THE CASE OF EV TECHNOLOGY?

Mainstream analyses indicate high long term costs of EVs (2005$US)

Car

Today’s gasoline (2005) 0

Today’s diesel +$1,500

Today’s gasoline hybrid +$4,400

Future gasoline hybrid (2035) +$2,500

Tuture PHEV (2035) +$3,900

Future BEV (2035) +$8,000

Future FCEV (2035) +$4,500

Source: Adapted from US National Academies, 2009; NAS, 2008.



TECHNOLOGY

How much will battery costs come down 

(and how will EVs be used)?



Early version of  Ford//Pivco BEV 

Chrysler 

GEMs in 

Factory,  2002

Electric vehicles of 1990s failed and disappeared … 
but led to improved batteries and electric drivetrains 

which are now making comebacks in hybrids, 
fuel cell vehicles ... and battery-electric vehicles!

Pivco/Th!nk
Nissan
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GM EV1

Bombardier

Honda



New Designs for Neighborhood Electric Vehicles 

from GM



Electrification
and

Connectivity



Connecting Vehicles to Buildings (V2H) and 
Electricity Grid (V2G)



EVs in a Distributed Energy System



Small EVs In An Interconnected Transport System

Smarter, Cleaner, and Cheaper!



V2G and V2H Provide Many Potential Benefits

• Allows more efficient use of grid by filling energy use “troughs” 
(“movable storage”)

 But need strong pricing and minimal non-home charging (Walmart would 
price on-peak cheaply to lure customers?)

• Allows more efficient load management of houses and other buildings 
(and serves as emergency backup)

 But need smart meters in cars and smart houses

• Greater use of intermittent renewables (because of on-vehicle energy 
storage)

 But expensive way to handle intermittency

• Creates revenue stream for EV owners (selling electricity back to grid)

 But is it enough money for owners?

• Facilitates distributed energy generation (batteries plus local solar) 

 But it may be very expensive, and will it appeal to many HHs? 

• Facilitates transformation of mobility services and local land use (small, 
clean, connected cars) 

 But same benefit with combustion engine vehicles?



And perhaps biggest question is…

How will consumers respond?



How will consumers value…

All electric range, zero emissions, 

high fuel economy? Extra

revenue from V2G?
The answers will help determine the 

success of BEVs and PHEVs, 

and V2G. Main 

market 

consumers

Early market 
innovators

Development of market

Valley 

of 

death



And what help is needed from government?

• Encourage/require smart meters and grids in 
homes—and also in cars?

• Encourage/require (small) EVs

• Provide incentives for innovative mobility services



Is the vision of interconnected EVs attainable?!

What are the business models for entrepreneurial 
companies? 

• France ahead on EVs? 

• California ahead on smart grid? 

• Both barely getting started!



"We stand at a crossroads.  One path leads to 
despair, the other to destruction.  Let's hope we 
choose wisely." Woody Allen


